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Congratulations on finding Tints of Nature – the 
hair colour specialists who’ve got your follicles 
and your colour category covered...naturally! 

Tints of Nature has been making the highest quality, 
best performing natural hair colour for 30 years.  
Our award-winning collection boasts a range of  
21 permanent hair colours, 9 semi-permanent  
Henna Cream colours, eight super bright direct  
dyes, a pasteliser to create on-trend pastel shades,  
bleach-free lightener, and a beautiful aftercare range 
formulated to care for natural and coloured hair. 

welcome to tints of nature.welcome to tints of nature.
good people, good stuff -good people, good stuff -

About Tints of Nature:About Tints of Nature:
   Retailed in over 45 countries around the world.

   Self-manufactured in the United Kingdom, adhering to the 
most stringent manufacturing standards in the world.  

    The colour and care range is formulated alongside its salon 
professional sister brand. It meets, and often exceeds, the 
high expectations of hairdressers around the world offering 
unrivalled quality to the home hair colour and care market.  

    Every product across the Tints of Nature collection is made using 
certified organic and natural ingredients sourced from ethical suppliers.  

    Tints of Nature has an unrivalled category offering – permanent colours, 
two semi-permanent ranges, bleach-free lightener and a compact 
aftercare range designed to care for natural and coloured hair.  

    We believe natural ingredients are better and use them wherever possible. 
The Tints of Nature range is made from 95% naturally derived and 75% 
certified organic ingredients! And we constantly strive to do better.  

     Vegan and cruelty free. We believe our health and beauty 
should not come at the cost of animal welfare.  

    Tints of Nature is certified by animal welfare organisations PETA and 
Choose Cruelty Free. You’ll see these certifications on our products.  

    At Tints of Nature we select and process our ingredients 
carefully to protect the environment and preserve natural 
stocks, creating as little impact as possible.  

    We work with ethical suppliers and growers who 
minimise their environmental impact, pay fair wages 
and provide healthy working conditions.  

     Tints of Nature say NO to ammonia, resorcinol, propylene 
glycol, parabens, DEA, gluten, SLS, SLES, silicone, 
salts, GMO ingredients and animal testing.  

    Tints of Nature is proudly a Certified B Corporation™

https://bcorporation.net/about-b-corps


permanent colour by tints of nature.permanent colour by tints of nature.

Our permanent hair colour offers a healthier alternative 
to traditional hair dyes, with exceptional results. 

  Salon results

  Beautiful grey coverage

    Packed with certified organic and natural ingredients to expertly 
nourish and condition hair throughout the colouring process

   Available in 21 intermixable shades

    Our top selling colours are the base shades,  
with 4N being our biggest seller worldwide
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PermanentPermanent    
colourscolours
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key Ingredients.key Ingredients.

Certified Organic ComfreyCertified Organic Comfrey 

-  Contains vitamin B12 and proteins 

-  Soothes and protects the skin and scalp 

-  Moisturising

Certified Organic Aloe Vera LeafCertified Organic Aloe Vera Leaf 
-  Powerful conditioning agent 

-  Anti-inflammatory for superior follicle and scalp health

Certified Organic Chamomile Flower ExtractCertified Organic Chamomile Flower Extract 
-  Powerful anti-inflammatory 

-  Conditioning agent 

-  Protects and soothes the scalp 

Certified Organic Orange Peel and Grapefruit ExtractsCertified Organic Orange Peel and Grapefruit Extracts 

-  Both extracts are excellent natural preservatives 

-  Add condition to hair
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what makes our permanent colour different?what makes our permanent colour different?

No AmmoniaNo Ammonia
We haven’t simply replaced ammonia with 
the same quantities of another equally 
high and damaging pH ingredient. Tints 
of Nature’s alkaline oil base gently opens 
the cuticle without causing irreparable 
damage, and without the nasty odours.

Lowest Percentage  Lowest Percentage  
of Colour Pigmentof Colour Pigment
PPD, PTD, TDS; these oxidative 
pigments are necessary to make 
permanent colour work. But Tints 
of Nature’s patented formula uses 
the lowest possible percentage of 
oxidative pigment minimising the risk 
of allergic reactions or allergies.

Salon ProfessionalSalon Professional
Our colour and care is formulated 
alongside its salon professional 
sister brand. It meets, and often 
exceeds, the stringent expectations 
of hairdressers around the world 
offering unrivalled quality to the 
home hair colour and care market.

35 Organic Ingredients35 Organic Ingredients
Soil Association and Natural & Organic 
Standard certification gives peace of 
mind that Tints of Nature’s suppliers 
adhere to strict growing and handling 
standards. No nasty herbicides and 
pesticides, good working conditions, 
fair pay. You won’t find another hair 
colour with this level of certification.

Plant Based GoodnessPlant Based Goodness
If it’s not certified organic, its plant 
based or naturally derived. Only a 
tiny percentage of our entire system 
uses synthetic ingredients, which are 
replaced as natural alternatives become 
viable. This makes for a cleaner, more 
effective colour and care experience. 

Gentler On HairGentler On Hair
The patented, low pH formulation 
keeps hair closer to its isometric point 
(its happy place) which means less 
damage to the delicate outside layers 
of the hair. This, in turn, offers more 
shine and longer lasting colour. 

9
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Hand sketched 
botanicals showcase 
the organic content 

in each pack. 

Quick reference pictures 
show exactly what’s 

inside the box. 

On the N colour boxes customers with 
resistant grey hair are reminded to 

pre-treat for optimum coverage. But on 
fashion colour boxes this section will 

encourage the customer to mix 1:1 with 
an N shade for superior grey coverage.

Our extensive use of non-virgin and 
recyclable packaging assures customers 
they’re making the right choice not only 

for their hair, but for the environment too. 

We want to eliminate our print  
material wherever possible.  

This pack QR code replaces the  
need for printed brochures saving 
the environment and shelf space!

Incorrect colour selection is a major issue 
for home colourists, but this colour checker 
will help them get it right. Customers simply 
establish their own natural colour and use 

this guide, specific to each box, to check if the 
colour they’ve picked up is good for them. 

Key USPs to catch the 
customer’s attention.

Superior Shelf Presence.Superior Shelf Presence.
beautiful Design forbeautiful Design for

Good to know 
facts about 

Tints of Nature 
products.

To make it easier for 
the consumer, the hair 

colour and name is 
presented on the front 
and top of the pack.

Contains Charcoal Clarifying Shampoo 
to detoxify the hair and scalp before 

colouring for superior coverage 
and longer lasting colour. 

At Tints of Nature we understand the importance of beautiful and 
informative packs that stand out on-shelf and provide customers with 
the information needed to make the right hair colour decision, every time. 



Henna CreamHenna Cream    
semi-permanent colourssemi-permanent colours henna cream by tints of nature.henna cream by tints of nature.

Henna Cream is Tints of Nature’s pre-mixed, semi-permanent 
hair colour range presented in an easy-to-apply applicator bottle.  
It is NOT a traditional henna powder. 

   Enriched with natural henna extract for added 
conditioning. The henna extract is colourless and does 
not, in any way, impact the product’s colour result

   Free from PPD, PTD & TDS Henna Cream is ideal for 
people suffering from sensitivities to oxidate pigments

   Washes out completely over time. How long it lasts depends 
on how often hair is washed and the condition of the hair

   Perfect to experiment with a new shade 
or to add tone to existing colour 

   We proudly exclude propylene glycol, resorcinol, ammonia, 
gluten and silicone from our colour formulations

   Nine intermixable colours

13



key Ingredients.key Ingredients.

Certified Organic Green Tea Leaf ExtractCertified Organic Green Tea Leaf Extract 
-  Natural conditioner 

-  Imparts beautiful shine

Certified Organic Sunflower Seed ExtractCertified Organic Sunflower Seed Extract 
-  Filters UV rays 

-  Protects hair from damage 

-  Supplies more vitamin E than any other oil

Certified Organic Marigold Flower ExtractCertified Organic Marigold Flower Extract 
-  Moisturises the hair and scalp 

-  Conditioning

Natural Henna ExtractNatural Henna Extract 
-  Superior conditioning 

-  Adds shine to hair

Certified Organic Orange Peel & Grapefruit ExtractsCertified Organic Orange Peel & Grapefruit Extracts 

-  Natural preservatives 

-  Adds condition to hair

Certified Organic Aloe Vera LeafCertified Organic Aloe Vera Leaf 
-  Natural scalp soother 

-  Anti-inflammatory for hair and scalp

permanent colours?permanent colours?
how is it different to ourhow is it different to our

Permanent oxidative pigmentsPermanent oxidative pigments
We use the lowest possible percentage 
of oxidative pigment in our permanent 
colours. Customers with a known 
pigment allergy should not use this, or 
any other colour that contains oxidative 
pigments like PPD, PTD(S) or TDS.

No oxidative pigmentsNo oxidative pigments
Free from PPD, PTD(S) and TDS 
Henna Cream uses direct dyes 
that stain the outer cuticle layers 
of the hair. Great for customers 
with pigment sensitivities.

Semi-permanent Semi-permanent 
hair colourhair colour
Henna Cream temporarily colours the 
outer cuticle layers of the hair. It does 
not enter the cortex and lasts up to 12 
washes. It will wash out completely.  

Permanent  Permanent  
hair colourhair colour
Tints of Nature Permanent colour enters 
the cortex (the inside of the hair shaft) 
to permanently colour hair. This colour 
will not wash out, it has to grow out.

100% grey coverage100% grey coverage
Our permanent colours offer 
stunning grey coverage. For 
resistant grey hair pre-treat 
with Hydrate Treatment.

Blends grey hairBlends grey hair
Semi-permanent colours like Henna 
Cream will not completely cover 
grey hair. Instead they offer a grey 
blend of up to 80% coverage. 

14 15
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Certified Organic IngredientsCertified Organic Ingredients
Every box of Henna Cream contains 10 
organic ingredients certified under the 
strict growing and handling standards 
of the Soil Association. Choosing 
organic reduces exposure to harmful 
herbicides and pesticides and helps 
guarantee an ethical supply chain.

No Ammonia, PPD, PTD or TDSNo Ammonia, PPD, PTD or TDS
Henna Cream is a great solution for people 
with sensitivities or allergies to oxidative 
pigments. And with no ammonia hair is left 
feeling soft and silky with incredible shine.

Nine Intermixable ColoursNine Intermixable Colours
The Henna Cream range gives customers 
the freedom to create bespoke shades 
with a great selection of pre-mixed, 
fully intermixable colours. A great way 
to experiment with a new shade before 
committing to a permanent colour.

Ultra-GentleUltra-Gentle
Henna Cream works by coating the 
outside layers of the hair shaft rather 
than penetrating through to the 
cortex. Its certified organic and natural 
ingredients provide conditioning 
and nourishing properties to hair 
throughout the colouring process.

Enriched With Henna ExtractEnriched With Henna Extract
Henna extract is a colourless liquid 
added to Tints of Nature’s Henna 
Cream formulation to provide 
added condition and shine to 
hair. It does not impact the colour 
of this semi-permanent range 
or leave build-up on the hair like 
traditional henna powder can.

Vegan FormulationVegan Formulation
All Tints of Nature formulations across 
the range are vegan and cruelty-free.

semi-permanent colour.semi-permanent colour.
pre-mixed,pre-mixed,
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Bold ColoursBold Colours    
semi-permanentsemi-permanent

bold colours by tints of nature.bold colours by tints of nature.

Bold Colours is a range of 100% vegan, cruelty-free, 
fashion forward, semi-permanent hair colours.  

Each colour is enriched with certified organic 
ingredients that condition and nourish hair.  

The range includes six vivid colours, two softer 
shades, a Pasteliser and a 3-in-1 Lightener Kit.



what’s in the range?what’s in the range?

Green, Teal, Blue, Purple, Fuchsia, Orange, Rose Gold and Pink.

Use them individually or mix with the Bold Pasteliser to 
create on-trend pastel shades. Mix and match the colours 
to create bespoke shades. A fun way to colour without the 
long-term commitment, it’s free from oxidative pigments like 
PPD, PTD and TDS and will wash out in up to 30 washes. 
Ideal for naturally blonde and pre-lightened hair.

20

six unique selling points.six unique selling points.
what makes bold stand out -what makes bold stand out -
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1.  For1.  Formulated with 10 certified organic ingredientsmulated with 10 certified organic ingredients 
- Ethically sourced 
- More nourishing for hair 
- Reduces chemical exposure 
- Creates a clean and high-performing product

2.  19 naturally derived ingredients 2.  19 naturally derived ingredients 
- No other colour comes close to this! 
- Our go-to option when a certified organic ingredient  
 is not available or appropriate

3.  No ammonia, PPD, PTD or TDS3.  No ammonia, PPD, PTD or TDS 
- No smelly fumes 
- No damage to the protective outer layers of the hair 
- Great for people with sensitivities to oxidative pigments 
- No long term commitment; colour results can last from 3-30 washes

4.  Contains Charcoal Clarify Shampoo4.  Contains Charcoal Clarify Shampoo 
- Prepares hair for colour 
- Removes product build-up and silicones sitting 
 on the hair shaft for better colour retention 
- Detoxes and cleanses before colouring to absorb and remove dirt and toxins

5.  100% post-consumer recycled bottles5.  100% post-consumer recycled bottles 
- First hair colour company in the world to offer colour bottles made 

completely from plastic that has already been used before! 
- Reduces the use of virgin materials 
- The bottles are also 100% recyclable

6.  Enriched with Organic Hydrolysed Quinoa 6.  Enriched with Organic Hydrolysed Quinoa  
- To give hair strength and shine 
- Helps keep hair in optimum condition 
- Improves and protects hair colour



what’s the pasteliser used for? what’s the pasteliser used for? 

Over and above our eight vivid colours Tints 
of Nature offer a Bold Pasteliser to turn vivid 
Bold Colours into soft pastel shades.  

Bold pasteliser is a white formulation designed 
to be mixed with Tints of Nature Bold 
Colours to create on-trend pastel colours.  

How does it work? How does it work? 
It’s just like adding white paint to a bright colour 
– the more white you use, the lighter the colour 
becomes. Simply mix the Bold Colour with the 
Bold Pasteliser until you have the shade you want.

23

what’s in the bold boxes?what’s in the bold boxes?

Instruction Instruction 
LeafletLeaflet

Charcoal Clarifying Charcoal Clarifying 
Shampoo Shampoo 

Premixed Premixed 
hair colour hair colour 

Processing cap Processing cap 
and gloves and gloves 

Good to know:  
Bold Pasteliser is not recommended for use with  
Bold Rose Gold or Fuchsia. Bold Pasteliser works  
best with Bold Green, Teal, Blue, Purple, Pink or Orange.  

And remember, pastel colours will only work on 
blonde hair…the lighter the hair colour, the better! 
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Tints of Nature’s specially formulated 
Lightener Kit is 100% ammonia-free and 
bursting with natural and organic ingredients 
to gently lighten hair up to seven shades.  

Ammonia and bleach-free 
lightening for all hair types.  

Ideal for achieving vibrant or lighter 
shades alongside Tints of Nature’s 
Bold or permanent colours.  

For people with darker hair who 
want to achieve vibrant Bold Colours 
or soft pastel shades it is essential 
they pre-lighten their hair first.

by tints of nature.by tints of nature.
3-in-1 lightener kit:3-in-1 lightener kit:

Top tip:  
Vibrant and pastel Bold Colours  
work best on pre-lightened blonde hair.  
The lighter the better for perfect pastel shades.

 Pre-lightening is essential for darker hair.

Lightener KitLightener Kit  
your Bold companion
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what makes this lightener different? what makes this lightener different? 

Up to seven shades of lift Up to seven shades of lift  
Tints of Nature’s Lightener Kit 

will easily lift medium and light 

brown virgin hair four to seven 
shades. Results may vary for dark 
brown and black hair. A strand 
test is recommended to determine 
lift prior to a full application.  

Protective oilProtective oil 
Tints of Nature’s Lightener Kit 

contains a bottle of protective oil 
that can be added into the lightening 
mixture to provide extra protection to 
the scalp during on-scalp lightening. 

Gentle lighteningGentle lightening 

Our ammonia-free formulation 

means less damage to the hair shaft 

resulting in healthier lightened hair. 
Good condition can be maintained to 
an even higher degree by using the 
Tints of Nature Structure Treatment 
before and/or after lightening.  

Three lightening techniquesThree lightening techniques 

Each Lightener Kit includes simple-

to-follow instructions on how to 
achieve three types of lightening: 
Balayage, highlights and on-scalp.  

achieve three techniques with one kit!achieve three techniques with one kit!

Included in the Tints of Nature Lightener Kit box is an instruction leaflet 
with directions on how to achieve three lightening techniques. 
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BalayageBalayage 

Balayage is a freehand colouring technique that offers a blended 

natural look. Often achieved using back-combing, balayage is a great 
method if you want impact but without a high-maintenance regrowth.  

 Impactful colour change but without a harsh regrowth 

 Mixture does not touch skin or scalp

Highlights Highlights  
Highlights can be added with a brush or comb. They’re used 

to add dimension to your hair colour. This can be achieved 
by lightening and colouring a small pieces of hair at a time. 
Highlights can be thick and bold or fine and subtle. 

 Adds depth and dimension 

 Soft re-growth 

 Mixture does not touch skin or scalp

Full headFull head 

Full head on-scalp lightening is the go-to choice for 
people wanting a dramatic all-over change. 

 Add oil to protect the scalp 

 Visible regrowth requires regular upkeep 

 Recommended for shorter hair



AftercareAftercare  
          caring for your hair aftercare by tints of nature.aftercare by tints of nature.

Our aftercare range has been specially formulated and pH 
balanced to support coloured and natural hair. It helps to 
maintain the hair’s delicate moisture and protein balance 
while nourishing and protecting the scalp for superior hair 
growth, management, colour coverage and retention.

   Free from SLS, SLES and salts that 
strip colour from hair this aftercare 
range is gentle enough for everyday 
use, and will support colour longevity

   Keeps hair healthy with a 
natural shine and feel

   Free from heavy silicones and oils that 
can build up on the hair over time

   State-of-the-art technology 
harnessing the power of natural 
and organic ingredients

   Treatments that offer genuine repair 
to the internal structure of hair

   Compact and targeted aftercare range 
suitable for coloured and natural hair

Healthy hair is the first 
step to a perfect colour.

29



Conditioners.Conditioners.

Lock in nutrients and colour with our pH balanced 
conditioner and protective leave-in spray.

Seal & Shine Leave-in Conditioner 
Formulated with organic extracts and natural 
conditioners to actively protect coloured and 
natural hair from the elements. Great for swimmers 
and people who spend a lot of time outdoors. 

Hydrate Conditioner 
Closes the outer layers of the hair (the 
cuticle) after colouring, cleansing and 
treating to lock the goodness in.
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Shampoos.Shampoos.

The aftercare range offers three nourishing shampoos that gently 
cleanse without stripping precious colour and nutrients.

Sulfate Free Shampoo 
For ultra-sensitive scalps.

Hydrate Shampoo 
Enriched with organic black oat and lecithin to moisturise 
and soften hard, course and dry hair.

 Dry Shampoo 
Aerosol free, pocket sized shampoo powder, made with 99.5% organic 
and natural ingredients, ideal to freshen and volumise on-the-go.

Treatments.Treatments.

Tints of Nature’s treatments work on 
the internal structure of the hair to 
provide genuine, long-lasting repair. 

Structure Treatment 
Provides intensive repair to protein deficient hair  
that is breaking, tangly and lacking in volume.  
Great to use before and during any lightening process. 

Hydrate Treatment 
Offers a deep moisture infusion to soften  
and nourish dry, course or ‘hard’ hair. 
 Great pre-colour treatment for stubborn grey hair.

Scalp Treatment 
Nurtures, nourishes and protects 
sensitive and problem scalps.
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A popular choice around the globe.A popular choice around the globe.

Tints of Nature products are sold by 
leading retailers around the world.

Good to know:  
For the last 5 years, Tints of Nature 
is the fastest growing natural hair 
colour brand in the USA.*

*As reported by SPINS

Major RetailersMajor Retailers
United States 
Sprouts Farmers Market 
Natural Grocers 
Haggen Food & Pharmacy 
New Seasons Market 
Clark’s Nutrition 
GreenAcres Market 
Nugget Markets 
It’s Only Natural Market 
National Co+op Grocers

Canada 
Wholefoods

United Kingdom 
Planet Organic

Ireland 
The Health Store

Australasia 
Go Vita

Philippines 
Healthy Options
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An Unrivalled Hair Category Offering.An Unrivalled Hair Category Offering.

Tints of Nature is unrivalled in its range offering with 
permanent and semi-permanent hair colour, a fun 
bold range with salon professional lightening and a 
targeted selection of nourishing aftercare products. 

We provide one of the highest quality, natural 
hair colour and care selections in the world.  
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merchandising and point of sale.merchandising and point of sale.

Point of sale items such as shelf trays, shade rings, 
brochures, floor and counter display units are 
available to support Tints of Nature sales in-store.

An extensive training manual is also under development 
and will be available in digital format soon.

Share the loveShare the love   
Each Tints of Nature range has 

social media tiles and campaigns 

designed and ready to use. 

•   Promote and communicate our 

permanent, Henna Cream, Bold 

and Aftercare ranges to your 

customers and wider community

•   Huge selection of content 

that is updated regularly

social messaging.social messaging.
tints of naturetints of nature



welcome to the family!welcome to the family!
Visit:Visit: www.tintsofnature.com   www.tintsofnature.com  
Email us:Email us: happyhair@tintsofnature.com happyhair@tintsofnature.com

When I began formulating this range over 30 years 
ago, I never thought the mixtures my two friends and 
I were making - on a camping stove in a garage I 
might add - would become a worldwide success. 

For many years Tints of Nature sat on the fringe of the hair 
cosmetics industry. We were considered a bit odd for wanting to 
produce quality products using organic and natural ingredients. 

The concept of ethical supply chains was the subject of ‘hippies’ 
and the mention of toxic load, cruelty-free and environmental 
impact were more often than not met with dismissive glazed eyes.  

We never gave up. And the world caught on. 

I’m deeply proud of the role Tints of Nature has played in 
bringing natural hair colour and care to the mainstream 
market. We welcome new partnerships with good 
people who want to work with us to continue to grow 
our vision of people and planet before profit.  

Raoul PerfittRaoul Perfitt
Founder and Managing Director

https://tintsofnature.com/
http://happyhair@tintsofnature.com
https://www.facebook.com/TintsofNatureUK/
https://www.instagram.com/tintsofnatureuk/
https://www.youtube.com/user/TintsofNature

